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**LET ME OUT**

He’d always been a healthy boy, but since they moved, he couldn’t stop coughing with shortness of breath. The father decided to open bigger windows to let in fresh air.

Breaking down the walls, the mystery came to light; a boy buried alive years ago was found.

Now, he’s released.
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**LANGUAGE CONTROL**

Some Spanish tourists who didn’t know much English went to Iceland to see the geysers.

They wanted a photo in which they’d appear in front of the geyser and next to the signboard with its name, so finally they appeared smiling next to a signboard saying:

**KEEP OFF THE GEYSER**
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**BEST FRIENDS**

It was very funny when we went to the beach to run... It was some years ago. Now he doesn’t fancy that, and the time spent together is an obligation.

We were friends until she appeared.

I knew everything would change when she said: “You have a dog! I’m allergic...
THE BEGINNING OF A NEW FOREST

A hungry fox is running behind a squirrel. The squirrel dropped a thing that it had in its hands in the middle of the field. The next spring, something grows near the flowers and grass. Many years later, there’s a beautiful beech with a lot of descendants making a forest.

FIRST BIO-POWERED FIGHTER

The U.S. Navy is fitting its aircraft carriers with a few units of the “Green Hornet”, a fighter which is powered by organic biodiesel, President Barack Obama announced yesterday. Now, we have no problems with war. The bombs are nature-friendly and we’ll save lots of money. Have a happy war.

THE BLUE COUNTRY

In the blue country everything was blue. The land was blue, even people’s thoughts were blue. The governor felt so proud because the citizen were tolerant persons. One day, a shy yellow flower grew in the blue grass. The governor trampled it. And the inhabitants continued being so “bluely” respectful.
A QUESTION OF COLOUR

I’ve always liked pink colour, green doesn’t suit me well, so when I saw that I felt overwhelmed.

A huge green dough stared at me. It was horrible, it seemed to be alive. The more I saw, the more it grew.

Suddenly a very angry voice sounded: ‘Eat your vegetables’

THE WORST JOB

She was sad because she thought she had the worst job of the world. She was a toothbrush.

Then, she met him. He was more depressed than her due to his mysterious job dissatisfaction. She believed that his job was bad but she didn’t know that he was toilet paper.

SHE CAN’T FORGET THIS MOMENT…

She’s static…., in that cold room of a hospital. Her body, paralyzed, against her mind, running from one side to another: her boyfriend,… her illness ….. their last holidays…… trying to read the doctor’s face expression ….. silence…… Finally,….. ”Congratulations, you’ve won this battle”…. Uff,……. She will never forget it……
THE SPIRIT

People were inside the living-room.
Sam picked up the phone and heard a voice shouting across it. Suddenly, the light went off, the windows and doors closed severely.
Everybody was quiet and scared when they heard a cry in the dark.
The light went on and Mary had disappeared.

NIGHTMARE

One night, I was walking through a dark street. No noise or people around me. Suddenly, I heard a strange noise behind me. I looked back and I could see a shadow. In that moment, I was very nervous and I began to run fast but my legs couldn’t move…..

NO LAUGHING MATTER

It was my first time in that city. I’d just gone up to the hotel’s room when the receptionist told me I had a phone call.
Impossible!! Nobody knew I was there, I hadn’t even been registered yet!
I answered and heard some faltering voice; it was impossible to understand.
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**MY WORLD**

Could fifty words sing my million colour world? 
Colours of invisible things, colours you can hear and breathe. 
The green of the wind in the early evening. The gold of a caress. The blue 
loneliness from the lost voices, the orange stillness nearby friends. 
My world, rainbow of my mind.
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**CANELO**

Canelo was a dog which was waiting for its owner out of the Hospital. It was 
supposed to be just a dialysis treatment but his owner never came back, he 
died there.

Canelo was waiting for him around the hospital for twelve years. Finally, it was 
hit by a car.
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**THE ENEMY**

Peter heard a noise. He woke up and jumped out of his bed. He called his 
mother, nobody answered. His legs started to shake.

He heard another noise closer. “What's happening?” He thought. Suddenly, his 
blanket started to move. He lowered his glance and discovered his little bird 
under it.
SLEEPING BEAUTY’S REAL END

After four years together, the sleepless nights were being unbearable and the prince didn’t know what to do with his wife. She had slept for two hundred years, therefore she couldn’t sleep then, and when she eventually could, she also snored heavily.

Finally, there was only one solution: getting divorced.

THE SUMMER

Finally, the last day of class. We were in Literature class with Professor Smith, but our minds were absent because in a minute we’d leave behind a tough year. Our imagination flying toward our desired two-month holiday, for which each of us had their plans to make that summer unforgettable.

17th FEBRUARY

Every night one alarm rang on that mobile that she had off. She updated the date but 17th February was always there. She was frightened……
One morning she woke up smiling. Her father had told her: “I couldn’t see you off on 17th February”. …..She went to put him flowers.
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THE ILLNESS

The doctor looked worried at the infected lip of the young girl. It was the eleventh case with the same symptom that week.

Then, he sighed and said to his nurse: ‘somebody should say to all these young girls that a prince doesn’t appear even if you kiss a frog’.
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PANIC ROOM

I woke up in a small dark room. I couldn’t see anything and I heard a strange noise inside. I found a door but it was closed. When my mother turned on the lights in my bedroom and saw me hitting the wardrobe, my sister stopped snoring and started screaming.
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THE OUTRAGEOUS MAN WHO LIVED ON THE 2ND FLOOR

That night had been the worst she had ever had.

Her neighbour had been making noise all night so, she decided to take a look through the peephole. She saw somebody carrying an enormous carpet.

Suddenly, the police arrived.

Who could have imagined that he was only making his move?
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NIGHTMARE

It was night, I was lying down on my bed when suddenly I heard a frightening noise and saw a bright light underneath the entrance’s door. I thought the devil was going to take me with him. The alarm clock went off, my body was sweating and I felt relief.
THE SKY

I’d never imagined that being in the sky would be such a wonderful experience. The clouds looked like cotton and I wanted to touch them. People who were around me laughed. Suddenly I had a strange feeling as if I were on a magic mountain. I heard “Welcome to London!”

THE SYNDROME

It must be there because I can feel it. I try to touch it but...
“-There is nothing! What’s happening?
-Darling, you don’t have it although you can feel it. Don’t worry, the doctor says that is a syndrome.”
Definitively, I will never be able to live without my mobile!